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1 Introduction
YouTestMe does its utmost to ensure its software is adapted to serve all individuals with any type of
disability.
YouTestMe team continuously advances our platform’s capabilities and develops custom features and
functionalities to fulfill our clients’ requests and scenarios.

2 YouTestMe GetCertified Features
The following chapters will describe YouTestMe GetCertified features and functionalities that can help
individuals with disabilities have the best possible user experience.

2.1 Question Types
YouTestMe GetCertified supports 10 question types:
• Single choice
• Multiple choice
• Essay
• Ordering
• Fill in the blanks
• True/false
• Matching
• Matrix
• Open-ended
• Hot Spot
This wide range of question types allows you to choose a question format and layout most suitable for your
candidates.
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Matching question type
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Ordering question type
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Hot spot question type
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2.2 Extending Exam Duration
With YouTestMe GetCertified, you can extend the exam duration only for specific candidates that need
additional time to complete the exam.
To extend the exam duration, select the test you want to extend the duration for in the ‘’Manage Tests’’
module and then:
1. Click on the monitoring tab
2. Click on the “Clock” icon to allow additional 5 minutes for the specific candidate

The functionality is supported only if a candidate is currently taking the test, and the test is timed. You can
allow each candidate additional 5 minutes as many times as needed.
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2.3 Assistance
When creating the exams in YouTestMe GetCertified, you can set hints and assistance your candidates
might find useful during their subsequent test-taking.
The assistance you provide can be in the form of additional time or a hint.
You can also define penalty points for using the assistances.

2.4 Text Possibilities
YouTestMe GetCertified allows you various kinds of textual modifications that will help you create visible
and easily readable questions and answers.
You can also create translated versions of your questions and create mathematical formulas.
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2.5 Text Alternatives - Multimedia Files
YouTestMe GetCertified supports creating questions with multimedia files (images, audio, video) that can
facilitate your candidates' test-taking process.
Multimedia files can be added to any question type and its offered answers.
Images can be enlarged, and audio and video files repeated an unlimited number of times.
For example, each question and its answers can be presented in an audio format since it can be more
suitable for some candidates than text.
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Your candidates can also upload multimedia files (audio, video, documents) as answers to the essay
questions.

Please note that the uploads during the test-taking process are supported only in essay question type.
To see how to create essay questions, please take a look at this video.

2.6 Shapes and Colors
YouTestMe GetCertified has specific colors, icons, and shapes that create a simple and user-friendly
interface.
For example, the candidates can easily track their progress on a test in the question summary box:
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2.7 Navigation
YouTestMe GetCertified has a simple user interface that allows your candidates to easily and efficiently
navigate the application and test-taking process.
After signing in, the candidates are automatically navigated to their assignments to sort, filter, and search
through.

During the test-taking process, the candidates have a simple review of their progress and available actions.
If allowed by test settings, the candidates can return to specific questions, switch from one section to
another, and review their answers.
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Before any action that could result in unwanted exam termination is completed (e.g., accidentally clicking
the ‘’Finish test’’ button), the system asks for the candidates’ confirmation.
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